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Summary. We discuss the ionization and explosion dynamics of rare-gas clusters
under intense femtosecond laser pulses. On one hand, we show how a microscopic
treatment by means of a mixed quantum/classical approach provides detailed and
time-resolved insight into the mechanisms of excitation and ionization of the irra-
diated clusters. Furthermore, we compare the cluster response to standard 780nm
light pulses with the response to 100nm pulses, already obtained at an vuv-fel
source, and with 3nm light, which will be available from future xfel sources. On the
other hand, we present a simple analytical model which idealizes the single-cluster
dynamics but considers the real experimental scenario, i.e., a laser beam profile and
a cluster size distribution. Only thereby one can achieve agreement with experimen-
tal data on a quantitative level as demonstrated for the kinetic energy distribution
of the ionic fragments.

8.1 Introduction

Clusters absorb light very efficiently which becomes clear from the phenomena
observed, like the production of highly charged ions [1,2], energetic electrons
and ions [3–5], X-rays [6, 7], or neutrons [8–11]. A more exhaustive list of
references, also to theoretical work, can be found in a recent review [12].
The efficient energy absorption is rooted in the nature of clusters: between
the condensed and the gas phase, a cluster is much denser than a gas, thus
absorbing more energy than isolated particles. Yet, it does not have as many
dissipation channels, e.g., lattice vibrations, as a solid.

A number of experiments have additionally revealed that an optimum
pulse length Tcrit exists for maximum energy absorption, where Tcrit changes
substantially under different conditions, such as the kind of cluster atoms,
the size of the cluster and the peak intensity of the laser pulse [13–18]. Here,
we will give a brief review over energy absorption mechanisms with particu-
lar emphasis on the conditions for optimum absorption. Under this aspect
we will also briefly discuss the first results at 100nm wavelength and set
the stage for light with even another order of magnitude shorter wavelength,
namely 3nm. These new parameter regimes of light-matter interaction will
become accessible with the advent of intense vuv and xuv pulses from free-
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electron laser sources [19]. To quantify the different regimes we present in
Table 8.1 the response of free electrons to lasers of various wavelengths λ
and intensities I in terms of the quiver amplitude (i.e. the excursion length)
xquiv :=

√
Iλ2/c2 and the ponderomotive energy (i.e.the mean kinetic energy)

Epond := Iλ2/4c2. We will later refer to the values shown in this table.
Common to all clusters subjected to strong laser pulses of different

wavelength is the three-step scenario sketched in Fig. 8.1. In a first phase
(termed I), the light couples to the atoms as if they were isolated, the cluster
environment does not have an effect. In phase II, the critical and interest-
ing phase, the cluster expands due to the ions created in phase I leading
to a decreasing density of ions. On the other hand, the density of so called
“quasi-free” electrons in the cluster does not necessarily decrease. These elec-
trons are said to be “inner-ionized” but not yet “outer-ionized”, i.e., they are
still bound to the cluster but no longer to a specific ion. The net change of

Table 8.1. Ponderomotive energies Epond and quiver amplitudes xquiv for long and
short laser wavelengths λ at different intensities I

intensity I

wavelength 1014 W/cm2 1016 W/cm2 1018 W/cm2

λ=780nm Epond 5.67 eV 567 eV 56.7 keV
xquiv 8.28Å 82.8 Å 828 Å

λ=100nm Epond 93meV 9.3 eV 932 eV
xquiv 0.136 Å 1.36 Å 13.6 Å

λ=3.5 nm Epond 0.1meV 0.01 eV 1.1 eV
xquiv 0.0002 Å 0.002 Å 0.02 Å

Fig. 8.1. Typical cluster dynamics under a strong laser pulse in terms of the time
dependent cluster radius R(t). Atomic ionization (phase I), critical expansion (II)
and relaxation (III), see text. The laser pulse is also indicated
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their density depends on the balance of inner and outer ionization at each
instant of time. Finally, during phase III energy is redistributed within the
cluster, e.g., through recombination. The cluster completely disintegrates and
the final (measurable) distribution of ions and electrons is built up. This re-
latively simple yet quite universal scheme facilitates the understanding and
assessment of the very different mechanisms of energy absorption we will dis-
cuss. Concerning the theoretical description we will restrict ourselves to the
approach we have followed, namely a classical molecular dynamics simula-
tion of the cluster explosion where the coupling of the bound electrons to the
laser light and/or existing electric fields is described by quantum rates. This
is to date the only approach which permits to reach relatively large clusters
without additional approximations and has been developed by a number of
authors [20–31].

8.2 Quasi-classical Microscopic Description

The key idea [22] which has proven to provide physical insight and numerical
efficiency is the division of the ionization process into inner and outer ion-
ization3. Here, inner ionization means energy absorption of bound electrons
resulting in so-called quasi-free electrons. They are not bound anymore to
a particular atom but still to the cluster as a whole, which can provide a suf-
ficiently strong space charge to hold the electrons back. Eventually, quasi-free
electrons may be further heated until they are ejected into the continuum,
which we call outer ionization.

The dynamics of bound electrons with typical oscillation periods of a few
attoseconds are not treated explicitly. Rather one uses a statistical approach
to describe it by means of the occupation number of bound levels which
may change after each time step. The probability for a particular transition
within a time step is calculated as the product of the corresponding rate Γ
and the time step ∆t. This probability p = Γ · ∆t is compared to a ran-
dom number ξ distributed uniformly in the interval [0,1]. A transition takes
place if p > ξ. The rates Γ may crucially depend on the laser (intensity
and frequency) and the current state of ion, see the following sections 8.2.1
to 8.2.3. For clusters, the Coulomb field of the neighboring ions and electrons
has to be taken into account for a proper description of the inner-ionization
process.

An inner-ionization event “gives birth” to a quasi-free electron, which
is subsequently propagated classically along with the ions and other quasi-
free electrons with all mutual Coulomb forces included. This propagation

3 In a strict sense this is only possible in rare-gas clusters. However, the delocalized
valence electrons of metallic clusters should be of minor importance for the cre-
ation of the high charge states observed, since these electrons are emitted early
in the pulse.
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accounts for electron–electron and electron–ion scattering which is important
because of the high particle density in the cluster volume. Furthermore, for
infrared/visible and vuv frequencies the laser may additionally heat these
quasi-free electrons.

8.2.1 Inner Ionization in Low-Frequency Fields

In low-frequency laser pulses, the inner ionization occurs from top to bottom,
i.e., the most weakly bound electron is ionized with the highest probability.
For sufficiently high fields the ionization of an electron with the binding
energy Eip to an ion of charge q is due to barrier suppression (above-the-
barrier ionization). For weaker fields the electron can still leave the ion by
tunneling through the barrier. The tunneling probability may be obtained [24]
from the adk formula [32]. Since the formula is derived for a homogenous
electric field one should be careful for the case of clusters where additional
contributions to the electric field from the other particles (electrons and ions)
may be important. Therefore, it has been proposed [26] to calculate directly
the tunnel integral [33]

s =

1!

0

dτ
"
V (rτ )−Eip , rτ = R + τX (8.1)

with the electric total field at the ionic position R pointing in the direction
X, with |X| = 1. The potential V in (8.1) is composed of the laser and all the
other particles not just the ion under consideration. The tunnel probability
is finally P = exp(−2s).

8.2.2 Inner Ionization in VUV Fields

Atomic ionization by 100-nm lasers is perturbative below a laser intensity of
∼1016 W/cm2 (see Table 8.1). Hence, calculating the atomic photoabsorption
rates [34] for the respective outermost electron of each cluster atom forms
the starting point for inner ionization. With the frequency of 12.7eV used in
the first fel experiments at desy [35] one can only singly ionize an isolated
xenon atom. In a cluster environment neighboring ions lower the effective
threshold for inner ionization given by the effective binding energy Eeff =
Ebar − Eb, where Ebar is the energy of the closest barrier to the atom or
ion out of which the electron is to be ionized, and Eb the energy of the
bound electron (taken to be the binding energy of an isolated atom/ion plus
the additional potential energy due to the laser field and the surrounding
charges). Whenever a photon is absorbed and ω > |Eeff |, the outermost
electron of the ion is ionized and henceforth treated as a classical particle.
This process is, in principle, repeated until all electrons are inner-ionized. In
practice, however, it turns out that in almost all cases only the 5s and 5p
electrons of xenon are ionized.
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8.2.3 Intra-Atomic Processes in High-Frequency Fields

For high-frequency laser impact, the laser-atom interaction is of non-rela-
tivistic and perturbative nature, as in the previous case, yet the light acts
fundamentally differently on the bound electrons: Ionization starts from the
inside because photo-ionization cross sections at X-ray wavelengths are con-
siderably higher for the inner shells than for the valence shells [36]. In first-
order perturbation theory cross sections scale as σ ∝ Eb

7/2 for !ω > Eb.
Typically, the inverse rates are 1 . . . 10 fs and thus much smaller than the
pulse length of about 100 fs. Hence, multiple single-photon ionization is pos-
sible, in particular since the inner-shell holes created by photo-ionization are
refilled by Auger-like processes. The Auger decay is only weakly dependent
on the atomic charge state4 and occurs fast, typically in 0.2 . . . 5 fs [37]. Due
to this almost instantaneous refilling of the inner shells they can be ionized
many times during the pulse and the atoms can be “pumped dry” efficiently.
The ionization occurs “inside-out” exactly opposite to the mechanism in the
visible and vuv-wavelengths regime where the most weakly bound electrons
are removed first. The ionization cascade may stop for highly charged ions
where the increasing binding energy of the remaining electrons may prevent
both, photo- and auto-ionization, for energetical reasons.

Non-dipole effects in the interaction with single atoms/ions do not have
any crucial influence apart from distortions of the angular distribution of
the photoelectrons [38]. For the interaction with the clusters they are neg-
ligible because of the vanishing impact of high-frequency light on quasi-free
electrons.

8.2.4 Outer Ionization

The numerical (classical) propagation of the inner-ionized electrons is straight
forward apart from two aspects: instability of classical particles and an un-
fortunate scaling with the particle number. To circumvent the first problem
one may introduce a smoothed Coulomb interaction [21]

Wij(ri, rj) :=
qi qj#
rij2 + α

(8.2)

for two particles with charge qi and qj separated by the distance rij2 =
(ri − rj)2. The smoothing parameter α “regularizes” the Coulomb poten-
tial and prevents the collapse of ions and electrons. The same effect can be
obtained by a short-range repulsive part which additionally accounts for elas-
tic scattering [22]. Furthermore, (8.2) simplifies the numerical integration by
avoiding strong gradients for close collisions.

4 For the idealized case of hydrogenic wave functions it can be shown that the
matrix element for Auger decay according to Fermi’s golden rule is completely
independent of the nuclear charge.
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Due to the long-range nature of the Coulomb interaction the calculation
of the forces on all N particles of the systems scales as N2. In order to
handle clusters with more than∼103 atoms (including the electrons N ∼ 104)
one is forced to use special algorithms which take advantage of the long-
range interactions between a large number N of particles, e.g., hierarchical
tree codes [39]. Originally developed for gravitational N -body problems in
cosmology [40], such hierarchical tree codes allow one to follow the dynamics
of all charged particles over a few hundred femtoseconds with typical time
steps of attoseconds [27,31].

In the long-wavelength and the vuv regime the laser is coupled to the
electrons as a classical field. The quasi-free electrons are driven over distances
of the respective quiver amplitudes (see Table 8.1), or experience substantial
inverse bremsstrahlung (ibs) heating due to repeated forced collisions with
the ions. In the case of high-frequency radiation, the field is oscillating so
fast that an electron cannot gain substantial velocity and one can completely
neglect the laser field in the classical equations of motion.

Note, that despite the short wavelength the dipole approximation remains
valid, since the quiver amplitude is much larger than the wavelength, even
for high intensities (see Table 8.1). Furthermore, Compton scattering effects
are not taken into account [28] due to their small cross section.

8.3 Dynamical Phenomena and Their Dependence
on Laser Wavelength and Cluster Size

8.3.1 Cooperative Behavior in Small Clusters (λ = 780 nm)

Simulation of the charging in small rare-gas clusters along the lines described
in the last section have revealed the existence of an optimum pulse length for
maximum charging of the cluster. This optimum pulse length was traced back
to an optimum mutual ionic separation Rei, where “ei” stands for enhanced
ionization (ei). First discovered for diatomic molecules [41, 42] it applies for
small clusters in full analogy [26,43]. It is characterized by an independence of
Rei from the laser frequency (as long as its period is adiabatically slow com-
pared to the orbital times of the electrons). A slightly different expansion
speed of the cluster for different laser frequencies leads to a small frequency
dependence of the experimentally accessible optimum laser pulse length al-
though the mechanism of ei is operative. In contrast to diatomic molecules
ei occurs in clusters also for circularly polarized light [26]. This is easy to
understand, since in a (spherical) cluster the rotating polarization vector al-
ways finds two ions in a line, which is required for ei. The “simplest” way
to proof ei experimentally would be to use a laser with a frequency which is
higher than the plasmon frequency of the unperturbed cluster. Then resonant
absorption (see next section) cannot occur and ei could be clearly attributed
to the mechanism of ei.
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ei is by no ways a collective behavior, it is rather the cooperative effect
of two ions in line (there are a few of these pairs in a cluster) with the
instant polarization vector which helps to outer-ionize the electron. Clearly,
it does not work if there is another shell of ions beyond the outer ion which
prevent outer ionization. Hence, ei is limited to small clusters. However, the
number of atoms of the cluster is not the only limiting factor. Another one
is the number of quasi-free electrons generated during the pulse, i.e., those
electrons, which are inner-ionized, but not immediately outer ionized. These
quasi-free electrons may absorb (possibly collectively) energy from the laser
pulse, a mechanism which we will discuss next.

8.3.2 Collective Behavior in Medium Sized Clusters (λ = 780 nm)

The collective behavior emerges from the possibility to match an internal
frequency of the cluster, namely that of the center-of-mass (cm) motion of
the quasi-free electrons Ω, with the external driving frequency ω of the laser.

In general, considering typical electron densities in the cluster, this fre-
quency is much too high. However, when the cluster expands, the density
decreases, and in turn also the eigenfrequency of the quasi-free electrons,

Ω(Q,R) =
#
Q/R3 . (8.3)

The usual picture, from which this quantitative relation is deduced, starts
with two spheres of constant but opposite charge density which are shifted
with respect to each other along a line out of the force free equilibrium
through the external force (in our case the dipole coupling to the laser field).
As a consequence a restoring harmonic force is generated whose force constant
Ω provides the eigenfrequency of the collectively excited system of electrons
and ions. This excitation is identical to a surface plasma excitation5 of a con-
fined electron plasma. Since the density is a function of the cluster radius, the
frequency is also directly a function of the cluster radius, and the resonance
condition

Ω(Q,Rra) = ω (8.4)

leads, as in the case of enhanced ionization, to a critical cluster radius Rra,
where “ra” stands for resonant absorption. However, there are striking differ-
ences. Quantitatively, the relation R0 < Rei < Rra holds, i.e., the radius for
enhanced ionization Rei is smaller than that for resonance absorption Rra but
larger than the equilibrium radius R0. This has been revealed clearly in [45]
where both mechanisms, enhanced ionization and resonance absorption, could

5 The eigenfrequency can be written in terms of the charge density ρion (assumed to
be homogeneous) as Ω =

!
4πρion/3. For a neutral system with ρion = ρquasi = ρ

it reads Ω =
!

4πρ/3 = ωpl/
√

3 with ωpl the plasma frequency. This is the
classical surface plasmon frequency of a spherical cluster [44].
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be identified in a single cluster expansion. Secondly, collective excitation is
strongly frequency dependent in contrast to enhanced ionization.

Resonance absorption (ra) occurs also in metal clusters for the valence
electrons. This requires of course laser fields which must not be so strong that
the loosely bound valence electrons are lost immediately by field ionization,
typical intensities are up to 1012 W/cm2 [46,47]. Even small clusters exhibit
ra if the number of quasi-free electrons is large enough, see the Platinum
cluster experiment [13] or more recent experiments with silver clusters [18].

Surprisingly, the entire cm electron dynamics of the cluster can be de-
scribed as the solution X(t) = At cos(ωt−φt) to a driven damped oscillator
with the equation of motion [27]

Ẍ(t) + 2ΓtẊ(t) +Ω2
tX(t) = F0(t) cos(ωt) . (8.5)

The amplitude At, phase φt, damping Γt, and eigenfrequency Ωt are quasi-
stationary variables whose change in time, indicated by the index t, is much
slower than the laser period 2π/ω. The four variables are not independent,
one can express Γt and Ωt in terms of At and φt,

Ω2
t = ω2 + F0/At cosφt , Γt = F0/(2Atω) sinφt . (8.6)

This allows us to extract the eigenfrequency and damping from the cm-
velocity, provided it really obeys the dynamics X(t) of a driven damped
harmonic oscillator. The result, along with the determination of the eigenfre-
quency directly from the density of ions in the expanding cluster, is shown
in Fig. 8.2. One sees that the damping reaches its maximum with Ω ≈ Γ at
resonance which is in the framework of (8.5) a direct consequence of a roughly
constant amplitude A.

This holds also true for clusters which contain an order of magnitude more
atoms, i. e. 104 instead of 103 [31]. The strong change in (negative) slope of the
lower bright trace in the electron energy spectrum at t = −300 fs in Fig. 8.3
is due to a sudden increase of positive background charge which indicates
increased outer ionization. The reason is efficient energy absorption since the
resonance condition is met as the phase lag of π/2 between the driving laser
field and the electron cm motion shows (inset of Fig. 8.3). However, the laser
pulse must be long enough so that the cluster can expand until the resonance
condition at low enough electron density is met during the pulse.

8.3.3 Nonlinear Behavior in Large Clusters (λ = 780 nm)

If the conditions are suitable, than ra is also for large clusters (with more
than 104 atoms) the most efficient mechanism, simply because it includes the
majority of the available electrons. This was already realized by Ditmire and
coworkers who introduced the nano-plasma model [48]. It is the linear macro-
scopic equivalent to ra as described in the last section. Derived within a hy-
drodynamic approach it extends the mechanism of ra to very large clusters.
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Fig. 8.2. Parameters of the harmonic oscillator model (8.5) as calculated from the
Xe923 dynamics. Shown are the eigenfrequency Ωt according to (8.3) as solid line
and from (8.6) with circles, as well as the damping rate Γt from (8.6) with diamonds
and the laser frequency (dotted line). Graph from [27]

Fig. 8.3. Time resolved energy spectrum of cluster electrons under a laser pulse of
the form F (t) = exp(− log 2(2t/T )2) cosωt with half width (pulse length) T = 400
fs (the laser pulse envelope is indicated in grey above the contour plot) for a cluster
of 9093 xenon atoms. Bright color corresponds to large number of electrons having
the corresponding energy at the respective time. The inset shows the phase lag φt
of the electronic cm motion
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However, often it lasts longer than the pulse length before a large cluster has
expanded sufficiently to reach the resonance condition (8.4). Hence for large
clusters other less effective absorption mechanisms become relevant under
laser pulses with a length of the order of 100fs. Since these mechanisms typi-
cally involve only a small number of electrons with properties which uniquely
characterize the effect, these mechanisms are much harder to identify and to
confirm experimentally. We only mention here a number of interesting ideas.
They all have in common that they provide means to disrupt the harmonic
quiver motion of electrons with the consequence of a phase difference and
resulting energy absorption. Inhomogeneous fields in the cluster, including
edge effects, can play a major role as argued in different ways [49–51]. Phase
disrupting back-scattering in fair analogy to the Fermi-shuttle mechanism
has been discussed [7].

8.3.4 Efficient Inverse Bremsstrahlung for a Strongly
Inner-Ionized Cluster in VUV Light (λ = 100 nm)

The first (cluster) experiments at the free electron laser of desy with laser
pulses of ∼1014 W/cm2 peak intensity, 50–100fs duration and a wavelength
corresponding to 12.7eV photon energy have opened a completely new regime
of matter–light coupling [35, 52–54]. The concepts from 780nm light pulses
were not suitable to understand the experimental results. While the pho-
ton frequency suggests inverse Bremsstrahlung (ibs) as the dominant ab-
sorption mechanism, the experimentally determined number of absorbed
photons (about 50 photons per cluster atom) was much to high to be ex-
plained by standard ibs given the observed ionic charges (about 2 photons
per atom according to simple model calculations [35]). Moreover, the aver-
age degree of ionization (for a cluster with roughly 80 xenon atoms, e.g.,
1.5 fold) was significantly smaller than the highest charges observed (up to
6 fold charged xenon). The latter effect points to the built-up of charge in-
homogeneities. This is indeed the case [29] and it is only possible in the
absence of quiver motion (which is negligible here, cf. Table 8.1) while it
wipes out all possible charge imbalances in distributions for small clusters
under 780nm light.

The high efficiency of energy absorption prompted the introduction of
a model [55] with a modified atomic potential were quasi-free electrons in
the cluster would “see” a higher ionic charge than the charge of a cluster
ion suggested. However, a microscopic calculation along the principles as
discussed in Sect. 8.2 revealed that standard ibs can explain the efficient
energy absorption as well, considering that many more electrons are subjected
to heating by ibs. These electrons are created by single photo ionization
of xenon ions into the cluster due to a significant lowering of the barriers
between neighboring ions. This is like a ladder-ionization, where the 12.7eV
photon energy is always sufficient to ionize the least bound electron of an ion
into the cluster. The quasi-free electrons cannot easily leave the cluster, due
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Fig. 8.4. Number of electrons as a function of time in an Xe147 cluster irradiated
by a 90 nm laser pulse (indicated by the gray curve). We show quasi-free (dashed
line) and free (dot-dashed line) electrons as well as the sum of both (solid line).
Note the different time scales for t < 275 fs and t > 275 fs, respectively. (For the
arrows see Fig. 8.5)

to the large background charge of the ions which has been built up which
results in a relatively large number of quasi-free electrons compared to the
much fewer ionized electrons, see Fig. 8.4. From the figure one also notes
that, in contrast to infrared laser pulses, the ionization continues until long
after the pulse is over. In fact, the quasi-free electrons form a nano-plasma
for clusters as small as 100 atoms and the thermalized quasi-free electrons
obey a Maxwellian velocity distribution (Fig. 8.5) whose high velocity tail
supplies the ionizing electrons which slowly “boil off” the cluster even after
the pulse is over.

At times later than shown in Fig. 8.4, many of the quasi-free electrons
will recombine, leading to the finally observed spectrum of charges. Hence,
the transient average charge of the ions is much higher than concluded from
the finally observed ion spectrum and the efficient energy absorption can be
explained by standard ibs [29], which yields for Xe147 about 35 absorbed pho-
tons per atom. A similar conclusion was reached in [30], where, however, the
inner-ionization and recombination processes in the cluster were interpreted
differently.

The recombined electrons have higher average energy than the quasi-free
electrons and do not thermalize any more (light gray shaded region in the
right panel of Fig. 8.5). Consequently, they have to be discarded when fitting
a Maxwellian shape to the velocity distribution of inner-ionized electrons
(dark grey shaded region in the right panel of Fig. 8.5).
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Fig. 8.5. Velocity distributions of the electrons at two times (marked by vertical
arrows in Fig. 8.4): at t = 100 fs during the pulse and before cluster expansion
(left panel) and at t = 1000 fs after the pulse (right). For the later time we show
distribution for all electrons in the cluster volume (light gray) and for the case
when the recombined electrons are excluded (dark gray); for the earlier time both
distribution coincide. Additionally, we show fits to a Maxwell distributions (solid
lines)

8.3.5 Hollow Clusters Formed Under 3.5 nm Laser Pulses

To illustrate the wealth of phenomena in laser-cluster interaction we discuss
now laser pulses whose wavelength is roughly a factor 100 shorter than in
the vuv light in the last section. Clearly, even with extremely high intensity,
light with this frequency acts perturbatively on the electrons (Table 8.1).
In fact, apart from single photo-ionization or excitation of bound electrons,
there is no effect of the laser pulse so that the dynamical evolution is only
due to the forces between charged particles of the cluster. The dynamics of
clusters in strong short-wavelength X-ray laser pulses is much less studied and
understood than the one of clusters exposed to pulses of longer wavelengths.
The main reason is the lack of experimental data. Such data will be available
only if the planned xfel machines [19] at desy in Hamburg [56], at the
lcls in Stanford [57], or at bessy in Berlin [58] will start operating in the
next years.

The first theoretical studies concentrate on the ionization and fragmenta-
tion dynamics of various cluster types [28,59–61]. This is of crucial importance
for the planned imaging investigations with xfel machines: On one hand the
extreme brilliance of the xfel helps to get sufficient intensity in the diffrac-
tion pattern of a sample in the beam. On the other hand, however, this beam
strongly ionizes the sample which will therefore undergo fragmentation. The
key question is on which time scale compared to the laser pulse this “loss of
structure” occurs. Atomic clusters will be among the first targets in strong
X-ray beams to address this question experimentally. Hence, one needs to
understand the basic ionization mechanism for these systems. Our first stud-
ies with small Argon clusters have concentrated on the electron dynamics at
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a photon energy of !ω = 350eV which is only slightly larger than the binding
energy of the L-shell of Argon. This permits insight into the importance of
competing excitation/ionization processes. In other studies [28, 62] the laser
frequency was chosen equal to the highest one available in the near future.
Main emphasis was put on the question whether X-ray imaging will be pos-
sible or not when the atoms are stripped of their electrons and move due to
their Coulomb repulsion.

Figure 8.6 shows the final charge per atom of two different clusters at
!ω = 350 eVas a (measurable) indicator for the energy absorption. As an
overall feature, we note lower final charges for the cluster atom compared to
the isolated atom (where just the rate equations according to Sect. 8.2.3 have
been solved), a difference which increases with the size of the cluster. This
indicates a considerable influence of the cluster environment on the photo-
ionization process with the result that clusters are less effectively ionized at
high fields than atoms.

The first reason for the reduced final charge of the cluster is the space
charge. It suppresses outer ionization since the electrons have only gained
the difference between the photon energy and the binding energy relative
to the other cluster ions which is not enough to overcome the space charge.
Secondly, the rapidly oscillating laser field cannot drive quasi-free electrons
against the positive space charge out of the cluster which is evident from the
small quiver amplitudes listed in Table 8.1.

However, there is another, less obvious, reason for the reduced energy
absorption due to the cluster environment. The inner-shell holes created
by photo-ionization will decay by subsequent ionization processes like auto-
ionization or shake-off processes. At a first glance one would expect that
such intra-atomic processes are not affected by the cluster environment. How-
ever, the strong laser impact creates local charges in the cluster which de-
form weakly-bound electronic states and even delocalize electrons since the
Coulomb barriers to neighboring ions are lowered. Hence valence electrons
are “turned” into quasi-free electrons which screen local charges. The delo-
calization of the valence orbitals quenches the Auger decay rates because the
overlap with the (localized) core holes becomes smaller. As a consequence,
the inner shells to be ionized are no longer efficiently refilled by inter-atomic
decay, i.e. the atoms in the cluster are temporarily hollow. In order to assess
the relative importance of the screening effect compared to the suppression
of ionization due to the cluster space charge one can artificially exclude tun-
neling of electrons to neighboring ions which keeps the electrons localized
thereby increasing their ionization rates. Note that this applies to primary
photo-ionization and secondary auto-ionization processes as well. The result
is indicated in Fig. 8.6 where the difference with and without tunneling is
marked by grey shading and accounts for the delocalization effect. The re-
maining difference between the restricted cluster calculation (the dash-dotted
line in Fig. 8.6) and that for the atom reveals the space charge effect. For
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Fig. 8.6. Average charge per atom for two cluster sizes Ar13 and Ar55 produced by
an xfel pulse ( ω = 350 eV, T = 100 fs) as a function of the field strength E (dashed
line). Cluster calculation where intra-cluster screening was precluded (dot-dashed)
and the isolated atom (solid) are shown for comparison. Graph from [59]

field strengths f ≥ 0.3 au, where differences between atoms and clusters ap-
pear, the space charge effect is initially weaker. This changes for stronger
fields: Whereas for the smaller cluster Ar13 both are of the same magnitude
at E = 10 au, for the larger cluster Ar55 the space charge effect dominates at
this field strength.

The reduced energy absorption of clusters compared to isolated atoms
at high frequencies may have important implications for the possibilities to
image structures with X-ray pulses: The damage threshold is higher than
expected based on isolated atom data and therefore, a cluster or another
large structure may sustain a higher photon flux than anticipated. If this
also reduces the imaging signal by the same amount must be assessed by
detailed calculations in the future.

8.4 Comparison of Theory and Experiment for Cluster
Observables Beyond a Qualitative Level

Theoretical considerations in strong field physics often take the laser simply
as a spatially homogenous and temporally constant source with intensity I0.
Since the spatial and temporal variation of the laser parameters are usually
adiabatic compared to electronic degrees of freedom, one can simply average
the calculation for fixed I0 over the spatial and temporal laser beam profile.
This holds in general true also for clusters. However, an additional compli-
cation arises from the fact that under experimental conditions clusters have
not a unique size with N atoms, but rather a distribution g(N) where the
mean N0 depends on the way they have been generated.
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The kinetic energy distribution of the ions (kedi), e.g., differs substan-
tially for a single cluster under a spatially homogenous laser beam (the theo-
retical standard) from the experimentally observed kedi [63]. If we start for
simplicity with a homogenous charge distribution of ions in the cluster then
three simple steps are sufficient to convert the single cluster kedi (Fig. 8.7a)
to the realistic one, namely averaging over the spatial laser profile (Fig. 8.7b),
averaging over the cluster size distribution (Fig. 8.7c), and taking into ac-
count saturation in the ionization (Fig. 8.7e).

The basic mechanism underlying the kedi in clusters is their Coulomb
explosion. It converts the potential energy Ecoul(r) of a (partially) ionized
cluster atom at a distance r from the cluster center into kinetic energy E.
The probability dP/dr to find an atom at a distance r from the center of
the cluster with a homogeneous atomic density is dP/dr = 3r2R−3Θ(R−r),
where R is the cluster radius. If the cluster is charged homogeneously by
the laser pulse with charge q per ion and the ions have not moved yet, then
the potential (Coulomb) energy of an ion at radius r ≤ R inside the cluster
consisting of N atoms is given by

Ecoul(r, q,N) = Nq2r2/R3 . (8.7)

The ions at the cluster edge R have the maximum energy, which sets the
energy scale ER := Ecoul(R, q,N) = q2N/R. Since the Coulomb explosion
converts the entire potential energy Ecoul into kinetic energy E, combining
dP/dr with (8.7) and defining ε = E/ER gives directly the kedi [64,65],

dP

dε
=

3

2

√
εΘ(1− ε) , (8.8)

which is shown in Fig. 8.7a.
The spatial profile of the laser pulse can be usually described by a Gaus-

sian function with field amplitude F (ρ) = F0 exp(−ρ2/2ξ2), where ρ is the
distance (radius) from the laser beam center in the plane perpendicular to
the beam. Along the laser beam we assume a constant intensity since the
experiments discussed later [66] are performed with a narrow cluster beam,
i.e. a radius smaller than the Rayleigh length [67] of the laser beam. This
does not hold for the experiments where the cluster beam is irradiated near
the output of the gas-jet nozzle [68].

The charging of the cluster is assumed to be proportional to the field
strength, q ∝ F . This applies for resonant charging of the cluster [27, 31].
Hence, we obtain the spatial distribution of charge q(ρ) by replacing F (ρ)
with q(ρ) and F0 with q0, the maximum charge per ion reached in the laser
focus ρ = 0. After integration over ρ the laser profile averaged kedi reads in
terms of the scaled energy ε = E/Ecoul(R, q0, N)

dPlas

dε
=
πξ2N

2

1− ε3/2

ε
Θ(1− ε) , (8.9)
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Fig. 8.7. Kinetic energy distributions of ions (kedi) for Coulomb exploding clusters
as function of scaled energy ε, see text. a: single clusters, see (8.8), b: convoluted
with a Gaussian laser profile, see (8.9), c: convoluted with a log-normal cluster
size distribution, see (8.11), d: effect of laser profile and cluster size distribution
combined, see (8.12), e: including saturation of ionization in addition, see (8.14).
Graph from [63]

as shown in Fig. 8.7b. What has changed compared to the original kedi
from (8.8) is the qualitatively different behavior with ε−1 instead of ε1/2

for small ε. The formal divergence of (8.9) for ε → 0 can be cured at the
expense of a more complicated expression by taking into account that beyond
a maximum radius ρmax the laser intensity is too weak to ionize.

The enhancement of small kinetic energies after averaging over the laser
profile is easily understandable from the higher weight of laser intensities less
than the peak intensity, which leads to less charging and, consequently, to
more ions with smaller kinetic energy.

In most experiments the laser beam interacts with clusters of different
size N , which are log-normally distributed [69,70] according to

g(N) =
1

√
2πνN

exp

$
−

ln2(N/N0)

2ν2

%
. (8.10)

Convoluting the single-cluster kedi from (8.8) with g(N) yields in scaled
units ε = E/Ecoul(R, q,N0)

dPsize

dε
=

3

4
N0
√
ε erfc

$
3 ln ε

2
√

2ν

%
. (8.11)

This size-averaged kedi, shown in Fig. 8.7c, reaches with its tail beyond
the energy ε = 1, as more as larger the width parameter ν of the clus-
ter size distribution (8.10) is. The fastest fragments are those from the
large clusters in the long tail of this distribution. Note, that we have as-
sumed the average charge q per fragment to be independent of the cluster
size N .

Of course, for a realistic experimental kedi one has to take into account
both, the spatial profile of the laser beam and the cluster size distribution.
This yields, in a similar manner as for the other distributions,
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dPboth

dε
= ξ2π

4
N0
ε

&
exp(ν2/2)

$
1 + erf

$
2ν2 − 3 ln ε

2
√

2ν

%%

−ε3/2erfc

$
3 ln ε

2
√

2ν

%'
.

(8.12)

Here, we have used ε = E/E0, with the reference energy E0 = Ecoul(R, q0, N0)
defined as the maximum Coulomb energy of ions from clusters with the me-
dian size N0

6 at the laser focus (charge q0). The corresponding distribution
is shown in Fig. 8.7d. Since the spatial laser profile modifies the low-energy
part and the cluster size distribution the high-energy part of the ion distribu-
tion it is possible to gain information from a measured kedi on both effects
separately.

The final phenomenon which must be taken into account to understand
an experimental kedi is saturation, i.e. the fact, that independent of the laser
intensity provided, the charging cannot be higher than a certain maximum
value qsat, either because the next atomic shell has a much higher ionization
potential or because the atoms are completely ionized. We can model the
situation by changing our spatial charging function q(ρ) to

q(ρ) =

(
qsat for ρ ≤ ρsat ,
q0 exp(−ρ2/2ξ2) for ρ > ρsat ,

(8.13)

with qsat the maximum charge, which is realized for clusters close to the
center of the laser focus with ρ < ρsat. The saturation can be characterized
by the dimensionless quantity η := qsat/q0 ∈ [0, 1]. The radius of saturation
in (8.13) is given by ρsat = ξ

√
−2 ln η. The charging function (8.13) amounts

to using the averaging over the spatial profile only for ρ > ρsat and suggests
to define the energy scale as ε = E/Esat with the saturation energy Esat =
Ecoul(R, qsat, N0). The result is the kedi

dPsat(η)

dε
=

dPboth

dε
− ln η

dPsize

dε
, (8.14)

which develops a characteristic hump before ε = 1, as can be seen in Fig. 8.7e.
To illustrate how the presented expressions for kedi apply we fit them

in Fig. 8.8 to experimental data of very different situations. Whereas xenon
clusters do not show any noticeable saturation effect (η = 0.8, upper two
graphs in Fig. 8.8), the large gap between the 1st and the 2nd shell of argon
is responsible for the hump seen in the kedi (η = 0.35, lower left graph in
Fig. 8.8). Finally, hydrogen clusters are extreme cases, since only one electron
per atom is available (η = 0, lower right graph in Fig. 8.8).

Of course, the kedi derived cannot only be used to interpret experimental
spectra regarding mean size and saturation of the cluster. Much more they

6 The median size N0 separates the higher half of the distribution from the lower
half. In a log-normal distribution it is different from the average size which is
exp(ν2/2)N0.
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Fig. 8.8. Ion energy spectra for Xe2500 [1], Xe9000 [71], Ar40000 [4] and
(H2)200000 [64] clusters from experiments (circles) and fits by our model, (8.14)
(solid line). Graph from [63]

should make it possible to compare single cluster kedi obtained theoretically
via the corresponding convolution to experimental results.

8.5 Summary

Firstly, we have presented a mixed quantum/classical approach: Transitions,
according to quantum transition rates, of bound electrons into quasi-free elec-
trons are combined with a classical molecular dynamics for these quasi-free
electrons and the created ions. If properly adapted, this approach allows for
a microscopic description of laser-cluster interaction for a wide range of laser
wavelengths λ, from the infra-red (λ = 780nm) over the vuv (λ = 100nm) to
the X-ray (λ = 3nm) regime. The analysis of the, in principle straightforward,
propagation showed that the excitation/ionization mechanisms are funda-
mentally different for the three regimes studied. At 780nm, where a wealth of
experiments has been performed, the dependence of the ionization on the laser
pulse length or on the delay in pump-probe measurements, could be traced
back to a cooperative behavior of the electrons in small cluster (∼10atoms)
and a collective dynamics in larger clusters (>100atoms). Going to 100nm,
with the quiver amplitude about two orders of magnitude smaller, the dom-
inant absorption mechanism seems to be inverse bremsstrahlung. At a even
shorter wavelength of about 3nm, core-level ionization dominates. Surpris-
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ingly, this is strongly influenced by the cluster environment in such a way
that the ionization of clusters is reduced compared to atoms.

Secondly, we have presented a simple analytical model for the ion kin-
etic energy spectra of laser irradiated clusters. This model allows one to
link quantitatively experimental spectra to typical theoretical single-cluster
results. We have been able to fit a number of experimentally available size
dependent kinetic energy distribution of the ions, which correspond to the
experimental setup in terms of laser profile and cluster distribution we have
assumed. We hope, that this link will allow the comparison of observables
from cluster experiments with theory on a similar quantitative basis as it is
done routinely for atomic or molecular observables.
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